
The Glass Menagerie
TENNESSEE WILLIAMS



• Stage Directions = Written in italics; just the beginning of the play

• Amanda Wingfield = The mother; confused, vital, clinging, 
suspicious, admirable, loving, pitiable, tenacious, hero, fool, 
cruel, tender

• Laura Wingfield = The daughter; delusional, disabled, fragile, 
close to brother, patient, shy

• Tom Wingfield = The son; narrator, poet, writer, wants to escape, 
close to sister, annoyed by mother. 

• Jim O’Connor = The gentleman caller; nice, ordinary



The Glass Menagerie

RECAP SCENE 1

1) What did we learn about Mr. 
Wingfield? 

2) What do we learn about Tom?

3) Describe Amanda’s flashback. 
What do we learn about her?

4) Why does Laura not “believe 
[they’re] going to receive any 
[gentleman callers]”?

START SCENE 2

• Laura – inside the 
apartment polishing 
glass figurines

• Amanda – comes 
home after learning of 
“deception” 

p.11



The Glass Menagerie

RECAP SCENE 2

1) What did we learn about 
Laura?

2) Who is Jim?

3) What is Amanda’s plan to 
get a better future?

START SCENE 3

•Amanda & Tom –
drama!

(Laura too)

p.19
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RECAP SCENE 3

1) What does Amanda do to earn 
extra money? 

2) What kicks off Tom and 
Amanda’s argument? 

3) What do they argue about?

4) Why does Tom work at the 
warehouse?

5) What does Tom break? 

6) Now, Amanda won’t… (p.25)

START SCENE 4

•Drunk Tom

•Concerned Laura

• Typical Amanda

p.26
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RECAP SCENE 4

1) Why and how do Tom and Amanda 
make up? Who initiates it?

2) Amanda questions Tom based on 
Laura’s theory. What was Laura 
crying about, and why does she 
think Tom goes to the movies?

3) Amanda states, “only animals have 
to satisfy _________.” How does this 
create a conflict?

4) After Amanda nags him, what does 
Tom agree to do for Laura?

START SCENE 5

• Tom has good 
news for Amanda

p.38
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RECAP SCENE 6

1) What strange behavior has Jim 
witnessed at the Wingfield apartment? 
How is the evening going so far? 

2) What do we learn about Tom’s plans 
for the future?

START SCENE 7

• The evening 
continues

p. 67
“The seamen of the Merchant Marine kept open a lifeline of supplies to fighting forces 

overseas. During World War II, U.S. shipyards turned out cargo vessels faster than the ships 

could be supplied with crews. Recruiters urged men to join the Merchant Marine, and 

volunteers came from across the country. Some had never seen the ocean and others came 

out of retirement. Merchant seamen ran the ships that carried supplies and men through 

dangerous waters in the North Atlantic and the Pacific. Thousands paid with their lives. By 

war’s end, some 290,000 men had served in the Merchant Marine.” 


